We investigate a possible method for determining the progenitors of black hole (BH) mergers observed via their gravitational wave (GW) signal. We argue that measurements of the crosscorrelation of the GW events with overlapping galaxy catalogs may provide an additional tool in determining if BH mergers trace the stellar mass of the Universe, as would be expected from mergers of the endpoints of stellar evolution. If on the other hand the BHs are of primordial origin, as has been recently suggested, their merging would be preferentially hosted by lower biased objects, and thus have a lower cross-correlation with luminous galaxies. Here we forecast the expected precision of the cross-correlation measurement for current and future GW detectors such as LIGO and the Einstein Telescope. We then predict how well these instruments can distinguish the model that identifies high-mass BH-BH mergers as the merger of primordial black holes that constitute the dark matter in the Universe from more traditional astrophysical sources.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent detection of gravitational waves (GWs) from the merger of two black holes (BHs) of mass ∼ 30 M by the LIGO collaboration [1] has confirmed the existence of GWs and opened up a new era of GW astronomy. However, the nature of the progenitors of this high-mass BH-binary remains in question.
The fact that the first GW-signal detected was from a pair of relatively high-mass merging BHs suggests that such events are common enough that a significant sample of them will soon be obtained. However, since these BH-BH mergers are not generically expected to be accompanied by electromagnetic (EM) counterparts (see, though, [2] [3] [4] ), their localization to specific host galaxies is most likely impossible.
In this work we study the progenitor question statistically, via the cross-correlation of GW events with galaxy catalogs. The amplitude of the cross-correlation depends on the bias, redshift distribution and clustering properties of the GW host halos. For example, GW events produced by merging BHs inside globular clusters [5] , as an endpoint of stellar evolution in galaxies, are expected to roughly trace the stellar mass content of the Universe. In this case GW and galaxy catalogs would be highly correlated. However, in alternative models whereby BH binaries reside mostly within halos of particular masses, or exhibit different redshift and angular distributions, the cross-correlation with galaxies would be weaker.
The possibility of correlating GWs with galaxies in order to determine if BH-binaries trace the matter inhomogeneities in the Universe has been investigated in [6] . Our analysis uses similar tools, but extends them towards a novel goal: using the cross-correlation as a method to probe the nature of BH binary progenitors.
One alternative hypothesis for the BH merger progenitors is primordial black holes (PBHs) which could make up the dark matter in the Universe [7] (see also [8] [9] [10] [11] ). In this scenario, PBH-PBH mergers occur preferentially in low-mass halos, which are more uniformly distributed, and are a less biased tracer of the dark-matter distribution than star-forming galaxies. We investigate how well current and future instruments could use measurements of the cross-correlation between BH mergers and luminous galaxies to test this model. More generally, these GW maps can be cross-correlated with catalogs of alternative galaxy populations, with different biases and redshift distributions, to test a wider family of potential BHbinary progenitor models [12] [13] [14] . This method can also be extended to other types of GW signals, such as those originating from tidal disruption events by super-massive black holes [15] [16] [17] , or those coming from neutron-star binaries, once these observations can reach a cosmological volume, as will be possible for upcoming GW experiments [18] .
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section II we describe our methods for measuring the crosscorrelation of GW sources with other structure tracers, including the GW and galaxy catalogs we consider. In Section III we present the results we forecast for a general BH population, followed by those for the PBH scenario. We then summarize our findings and conclude in Section IV.
II. METHODS

A. Galaxy and GW correlations
In order to measure the correlation between the host halos of BH-binaries and galaxies, we use measurements of their number counts. We consider angular projections C , that can be calculated from the underlying 3D matter power spectrum by using (see e.g. [19, 20] ):
where W {X,Y } are the source distribution window functions for the different observables (here X and Y stand for galaxies and GWs), ∆ 2 (k) is the dimensionless matter power spectrum today, and r is a cross-correlation coefficient (r ≡ 1 for the auto-correlation case, X = Y ).
The window function for the number count distributions can be written as (see e.g. [21] ):
dN X (z)/dz is the source redshift distribution, normalized to unity within the same redshift range as the window function; b X (z) is the bias that relates the observed correlation function to the underlying matter distribution, that we assume to be scale-independent on large scales; j (x) is the spherical Bessel function of order , and χ(z) is the comoving distance. The integral in Equation (2) is performed over the redshift range corresponding to the selection function of the galaxy survey.
As explained in Section II B, for our galaxy catalog we assume a constant redshift distribution of galaxies. As for GW events, their number can be estimated by:
where R(z) is the redshift-dependent merger rate, T obs is the observation time and H(z) is the Hubble parameter. The errors in the auto-and cross-correlations are given by (see e.g. [21, 22] ):
and:
where f sky is the fraction of the sky observed andn {g,GW} is the average number of sources per steradian, i.e. the integral of dN/dz (Equation (3) in the GW case). Our analysis takes into account the uncertainty in the value of the galaxy bias, by estimating the precision with which it can be measured using the galaxy autocorrelation power spectrum, which is then used as a prior in the Fisher analysis. Alternative probes using external datasets, such as galaxy-CMB-lensing correlations [23] [24] [25] [26] , can potentially provide more accurate priors. In Section III we investigate the issue of galaxy bias uncertainty in more detail.
B. Galaxy catalogs
While the error on the cross-correlation between GW and galaxies is dominated by the number of GW events observed, to obtain quantitative estimates we must assume a fiducial galaxy catalog. The quantities which enter into our analysis are the number density of galaxies used, the bias of the specific observed galaxy sample. Concretely, we assume b G = 1.4, and a galaxy number density of 4000 deg.
−2 . The bias and the source redshift distribution dN/dz are assumed to be constant with redshift.
These assumptions are similar to those predicted for a galaxy survey resembling the planned Square Kilometer Array (SKA) wide and deep radio survey [27] , estimated using the prescription of [28] . We emphasize, however, that the main bottleneck in determining the progenitors of GW events is the number of GW events detected, rather than the details of the galaxy survey used. When computing the cross-correlation, the galaxy bias drops out (if assumed constant in redshift), and, as we shall discuss in Section III, our results are insensitive to the number density of galaxies, provided it is above a sufficient level.
Our results will be computed assuming that approximate redshifts are available for the galaxy catalogue. In the case of optical surveys, redshift information would be readily available, while for radio continuum surveys, redshift-binning could be obtained by using methods such as clustering-based redshift estimation [29] [30] [31] .
C. GW Experiments
We shall consider four different Earth-based GW detectors/data configurations. As all GW detectors are full-sky experiments, and earth-based experiments probe similar frequency ranges, we shall distinguish them by the sensitivity, in terms of the redshift range probed, and the minimum angular scale to which the GW events can be localized. The issue of spatial localization is complicated and has been investigated in detail, see e.g. [32] [33] [34] [35] . The exact value of max will depend in principle on redshift, position on the sky, SNR of the event, and a variety of instrument design parameters
1 . An accurate determination of this value for all events is beyond the scope of this paper, and so we use a constant value for the angular resolution. We use the following specifications:
ii) LIGO-net: max = 50, z max = 1.0; iii) Einstein Telescope: max = 100, z max = 1.5; iv) Einstein Telescope binned: max = 100, z max = 1.5, binned with 0 < z 1 < 0.75 < z 2 < 1.5.
Here max (=180 • /θ) is the multipole corresponding to the finest angular resolution θ at which the GW events can be localized and z max is the maximum redshift to which each experiment can detect a GW event.
"Einstein Telescope binned" shows results for the Einstein telescope GW catalog, divided into two redshift bins. Redshift binning can increase our ability to crosscorrelate the GW catalog with other sources at the expense of decreasing the number counts and thus increasing the shot noise. For smaller experiments the expected number of events detected is small, and a division of its catalog into bins renders the shot noise term prohibitive.
D. GW Merger rates
As shown in Section II A, the error on the crosscorrelation depends on the shot noise in the gravitational wave sources, proportional to the number of gravitational wave events,n GW . We shall see that this term frequently dominates the total error. We shall parametrizen GW with the integrated merger rate R. Increased merger rates will provide better constraining power, by reducing the GW shot noise. We emphasize that while our forecast constraints depend strongly on the observed merger rate, by the time the measurement is to be made, the merger rate will be known extremely well.
The total merger rate for all BH-BH merger events implied by the current LIGO detection is 2-400 Gpc −3 yr −1 [37] for z < 0.5. Given the current large uncertainty, we adopt throughout a fiducial value of 50 Gpc −3 yr −1 averaged over z ≤ 0.5, and include predictions for a range from 30 to 100 Gpc −3 yr −1 . This matches the merger rate expected from BH mergers resulting as the end-point of stellar binary evolution from [38] . For the redshift evolution of the rate R(z), following [38] we assume for simplicity that environments with a metallicity of 0.25Z are the dominant contributor to BH-BH binary mergers. Given that the formation process of BH binaries is currently highly uncertain, this assumption on the metallicity is a reasonable ansatz.
We also need an estimate for the merger rate from the 30M PBHs we suggest may comprise the dark matter. Here we shall follow theoretical expectations from [7] , which suggest that the merger rate is R ≈ 3 Gpc −3 yr −1 , constant with redshift. However, this estimate includes several large and difficult to quantify theoretical uncertainties. To reflect this we will consider a range of merger rates between 1 and 6 Gpc −3 yr −1 . Note that these two estimates are not exclusive; the total rate of BH mergers is independent of the rate of 30M mergers from PBHs.
In principle, GW number counts are modified by gravitational lensing in two ways. First, by changing their apparent angular position due to lensing convergence. Secondly, their observed number density is changed due to cosmic magnification by the intervening mass distribution [39] [40] [41] . However, these effects are important only on small scales, which ground-based GW detectors do not have access to (assuming there are no EM counterparts), so we shall safely neglect them.
E. GW Bias
As discussed above, our goal is to distinguish between different progenitor models by measuring the bias of the GW sources from the linear matter power spectrum. GW events resulting from the endpoints of stellar binary evolution in a halo are expected to be a function of the star formation rate and the metallicity in the halo. They will thus tend to occur in larger and more heavily biased halos than mergers from PBHs, which have been shown to occur predominantly in small halos below the threshold for forming stars [7] . The bias for small halos can be estimated analytically using (see e.g. [42] ):
where δ c = 1.686 is the critical overdensity value for spherical collapse, and ν ≡ δ c /σ(M ), where σ(M ) is the mass variance. Equation (6) gives b halo ∼ 0.45 at z = 0, and b halo ∼ 0.5 at z = 1.5 for M < 10 6 M . As this includes the overwhelming majority of halos hosting PBH mergers, we will take b PBH GW = 0.5, constant with redshift. For BH mergers with stellar binary progenitors, we assume the galaxies that host the majority of the stars have similar properties to our observed galaxy sample. Thus we assume the same bias for stellar GW binaries as we assumed for our galaxy sample in Section II B,
4. We assume this bias is constant with redshift; in practice the bias of, for example, a 10
12 M halo will be larger at higher redshift, as objects of that size become rarer. This will increase ∆b = b Stellar GW −b PBH GW , making our estimates conservative.
Thus, if we cross-correlate a GW event map (filtered to contain only 30 M events) with a galaxy catalog, under the assumption that the progenitors of BH-binaries in this mass range are primarily dark matter PBHs, we would expect a bias difference of ∆b = b Stellar GW − b PBH GW 0.9. If we instead assume that BH binaries form as the endpoint of stellar evolution, we expect ∆b ∼ 0. In Figure 1 we show the predicted cross-correlation of our galaxy catalog for both models; BH mergers of primordial and stellar origin.
F. Estimating the cross-correlation amplitude
We now introduce a minimum-variance estimator for the effective correlation amplitude, A c ≡ r × b GW , where r is the cross-correlation coefficient of Equation (1). This cross-correlation coefficient parametrizes the extent to which two biased tracers of the matter field are correlated [43] . In our case, since we are only interested in large angular scales, substantially larger than the size of the halos concerned, it is reasonable to expect that r ≈ 1 2 .
Nevertheless, in what follows we constrain A c , for full generality.
The minimum-variance estimator for the effective correlation amplitude is given by (see e.g. [44, 45] ):
whereC is the measured power spectrum and F ≡ dC /d A c ∝ b g . The variance of this estimator is then:
which can be used to forecast the measurement error when neglecting that of other parameters. More generally, the measurement error for specific parameters in a given experiment can be estimated using Fisher analysis. We write the Fisher matrix as:
2 The cross-correlation coefficient can be smaller than unity. For example, if in any dynamical process the binaries are ejected far away from their host galaxy, r would reflect the fraction remaining in their hosts. This effect is not important unless very high angular-resolution is achievable.
where ϑ α = {A c , b g }; the derivatives of the power spectra C are evaluated at fiducial valuesθ α corresponding to the scenario at hand, and σ C are errors in the power spectra. We obtain our results by computing the 2 × 2 Fisher matrix for the parameters {A c , b g }, using a prior on the galaxy bias corresponding to the precision reached by fitting the amplitude of the galaxy auto-correlation function C gg . For this galaxy auto-correlation we can use a larger max , because we are not limited by the poor spatial localization in the detection of GWs. We therefore use a value of max = 200, which yields a ∼ 10% precision in the measurement of the bias b g . The impact of allowing the galaxy bias to vary in a wider range will be discussed in Section III.
When using multiple redshift bins we neglect the correlation between different bins; as our assumed redshift bins are wide, and we do not include cosmic magnification, this cross-correlation contains virtually no information. On large scales, galaxy clustering should be in principle modified to account for general-relativistic corrections (see e.g. [22, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] ). However, these effects are subdominant compared to the uncertainty in the merger rate and we verified that our conclusions are not heavily affected by neglecting them (for a study on the impact of GR effects on cosmological parameter estimation, see [52] ).
III. RESULTS
We now use the formalism outlined above to compute the correlation between GWs and galaxy catalogs. We study two cases separately. First, we forecast the error on the amplitude of the cross-correlation of all GW events detected, assuming they form as stellar binaries within galaxies. We then forecast how well one can test whether PBHs are the progenitors of high-mass (∼ 30M ) BH-binaries, by cross-correlating galaxies with only the higher-mass GW events.
A. GW-galaxy correlation
In the top panels of Figure 2 we show the predicted error on the correlation amplitude, σ Ac , as a function of a number of parameters describing the GW instrument used. We show results as a function of the minimum scale probed max , the maximum redshift z max and the number of BH-BH mergers detected, defined as N GW = T obs RV obs , where R is the integrated average merger rate in units of Gpc −3 yr −1 , and T obs and V obs are the relevant observation time and volume.
It can be seen that, as expected, the main limiting factors for the detection of a deviation from GW-galaxy correlation are the number of GW events and the minimum angular scale used. In order to reduce the GW shot noise it is important to observe a larger volume and for a sufficient amount of time. For the angular scale, having more detectors will allow a better spatial localization and hence a larger max to be used [36] . In Figure 3 we show forecasts for various ongoing and next-generation experiments: aLIGO (advanced LIGO), an extended aLIGO network (that we call LIGO-net [36] ) and the planned Einstein Telescope [18] , computing the results for the case of a single redshift bin as well as multiple bins, as described above. We consider observation times of 1, 3 and 10 years. Symbols mark results for the upper and lower bounds on the merger rate of 30 and 100 Gpc −3 yr −1 averaged up to z ≤ 0.5, and then extrapolated to higher redshifts based on the redshift-dependent R(z) for Z = 0.25Z adopted from [38] . Note that in case a significant fraction of the observed GWs actually originate in high metallicity environments, Z ∼ Z , this would mean that the GW rate will be suppressed at higher redshifts and ET will then not observe many more events.
Our results indicate that instrument configurations already available may be able to see a hint of deviations ∆A c ≈ 0.3 from our fiducial model for galaxy progenitors, at 1-σ. Future measurements using the ET will yield extremely precise constraints, potentially allowing alternative models to be discriminated at high significance.
B. Detecting PBH progenitors
The dependence of σ(A c ) is shown in the lower panels of Figure 2 for fiducial event rates and biases typical of a PBH origin for the high-mass GW events. The results are similar to those where the mergers originate in stellar binaries, as expected. The main difference is the reduced number of events, due to the fact that we use only the predicted high-mass BH mergers, which makes it more important to reach a better angular resolution and survey volume.
In Figure 4 we show how well we can constrain a PBH origin for DM with different experiments. The predicted measurement precision for this model has a target threshold to cross, i.e. σ(A c ) b
PBH GW = 0.9, corresponding to the predicted difference in the correlation between GWs and galaxies in the PBH and stellar mod- els. Figure 4 shows this threshold with a solid line. Note that BH-BH mergers from stellar binaries are expected to be detectable from a wide range of BH masses, between 5-30 M [5] . Therefore, even if the dark matter is made of PBHs, a GW-event map containing only M > 30M mergers will include contributions from both primordial and stellar BH-binaries. In this case the detection threshold would reduce accordingly to the weighted average of Forecast error on the cross-correlation amplitude Ac, as a function of the number density of galaxies in the galaxy survey. We show lines for three different GW detectors, each described in Section II C. We assume a GW observing time of 3 years, assuming a fiducial detection rate of 3 Gpc
for GW BH mergers.
the difference between the biases. We can see that if the merger rate for PBHs is at the upper end of the range considered, a 1-σ measurement of a GW bias deviating from that of the galaxies is possible with ≈10 years of observations with aLIGO. With the same merger rate, a future LIGO network could achieve the same accuracy in ≈3 years, or detect a difference in the biases at 2-σ in 10 years. ET would increase the significance a little more. When binning the ET data, slightly more than 1 year of observation could grant a 1-σ measurement, or 10 years could allow such detection even in the most pessimistic case for the merger rate value. This instrument configuration would allow, for the optimistic merger rate case, a ∼3-σ detection.
Comparing Figure 3 to Figure 4 , corresponding to detection possibilities for PBH and stellar binary BHs, shows that the σ(A c ) achieved for a given GWs detector configuration is much smaller under our model for BHs originating from stellar binaries. That is mostly due to the higher assumed overall BH-BH merger rate, which leads to a smaller noise term in Eq. 4. Although the fiducial bias also changes, this makes a small difference.
C. Dependence on the Galaxy Catalog
In Figure 5 we show constraints on the correlation amplitude A c as a function of the number of objects in the galaxy catalog. It can be seen that once the number of objects reaches ≈ 1000 deg.
−2 , the shot noise of galaxies becomes unimportant. Of course, the range where galaxy shot noise becomes negligible depends on the number of GW events detected (for a small number of GWs, their shot noise prevents any gain by adding galaxies). For the angular cross-correlations we are interested in, the best results are obtained by optimizing for number density and redshift range, while it is not required to obtain a precise redshift estimation, given that we are using projected angular correlations. Thus photometric or radio surveys will indeed be the most useful. We also investigate how our results will vary if we bin in redshift. We assume that the redshift distribution of GWs observed by the ET can be separated into two zbins (in practice finer redshift-binning may be possible). We note that it is possible that specific models for the GW progenitors will call for particular optimal binningstrategies.
Above, we assumed that the galaxy bias will be measured to ∼ 10% precision by using the galaxy autocorrelation function. In Figure 6 we investigate how the constraints depend on the error on the galaxy bias. We plot the error forecast as a function of the precision of measurements of the galaxy bias for 3 years of observation and assuming a merger rate of 3 Gpc −3 yr −1 . We show that even using the lower merger rate expected for massive BH mergers, a precision of a few tens of percent (σ(b g ) 0.5) will be sufficient to extract the full information contained in the galaxy-GW cross-correlation. Uncertainty in the galaxy bias is thus unlikely to be a limiting factor in practice.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have suggested that the crosscorrelation of galaxy catalogs with maps of GW-event locations can be used to statistically infer the nature of the progenitors of BH-BH mergers detected by current and future gravitational wave detectors. We have shown that by measuring the degree of cross-correlation between galaxies and gravitational waves, future GW experiments can potentially distinguish between GWs originating within galaxies and models where the merging binary systems reside preferentially in smaller or larger objects.
We have made forecasts for measurements with aLIGO in present and future configurations and with the planned Einstein Telescope, demonstrating under which conditions this technique may be effective. As an example of our methodology, we presented a forecast on the possibility to test the hypothesis that high-mass BH-BH mergers such as GW150914 come from the merging of PBHs of ∼ 30M that could make up the dark matter in the Universe [7] . Since in this model the vast majority of mergers occur in low-mass halos, the sources of GW events should be more uniformly distributed on the sky, with a low bias, and with an almost flat redshift distribution. Our results show that aLIGO + VIRGO may be able to probe this model after ≈10 years of observations, under optimistic assumptions on the resulting GW event rate. A future LIGO network including new detectors would be able to test this model with an increased precision (over a similar observing time), while the ET should allow a measurement at marginal significance even in the case of a low merger rate and a relatively poor determination of the bias of galaxies.
We emphasize that our predictions were derived under fairly conservative assumptions; as noted above, having a galaxy bias that increases with redshift would make it easier to detect the PBHs scenario, by increasing ∆b. For the ET case, we assumed a conservative minimum angular scale of 100 and even more conservatively, a maximum redshift z max = 1.5. Clearly, increasing the maximum z probed will increase the number of events observed, hence increasing the constraining power of the instrument. Finally, much better results could be obtained with proposed future instruments such as DECIGO [53] .
For the cases considered above, we have shown that the properties of the galaxy survey used is not a limiting factor. More generally, we note that specific models for the progenitors of BH-BH mergers can in principle predict deviations from the standard case of stellar progenitors in several parts of the parameter space, i.e. bias, redshift range and angular scales. To probe these models, a variety of galaxy surveys that are planned for the next few years will be available, so one could choose to use a narrow and deep observation (by using e.g. PFS [54] ) or a shallower but full-sky one (e.g. SPHEREx [55] ).
Finally, our methodology is focused on determining the nature of binary progenitors by making use of the crosscorrelation of galaxy number counts with GW events. It is worth noting that auto and cross-correlations of GW maps can also be used in principle to constrain cosmological parameters, using observables such as weak gravitational lensing [40, 56] and the cross-correlation of GW maps with CMB temperature maps might enable to detect the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect [57] (further cosmological investigations have been recently proposed in [41, 58] ).
